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ADVERTISEMENT for CONTRACTUAL SERVICE 

ITB – TREE and BRUSH CLEARING – 032024 
(readvertisement) 

ADDENDUM No. 2 

OWNER’S BID PROPOSAL FORM 

OWNER: City of College Park 
  3667 Main Street  
  College Park, GA 30337 

PROJECT: Tree and Brush Clearing 

DATE:  March 5, 2024 

BID #032024 is hereby revised as instructed throughout attached ADDENDUM No. 2. 

This Addendum forms a part of the contract documents and modifies the original bid documents. 
The following items shall take precedence over the originally published bid documents for the 
above-named project and shall become a part of the contract documents. 

1. From marked image provided; Are all 3 Lines Able to be removed by the power company? 
It looks to me only 1 is a actual power line. 

a. The awardee will be able to coordinate the dates with the City’s power department 
to “drop these lines” or “de-energize”. 

2. From marked image provided; Are We also removing the cemented steps? If not 1 Tree 
stump has overcame a step and has now grown over it. Potential Cutting and excavating of 
the area will be needed to remove the stump causing a large amount of damage to the steps. 
How would we like to Continue with the protruding stump? 

a. All steps will remain in place, however; the City request the awardee to remove as 
much tree stump as possible without cutting into cement and remove the remaining 
(stump) portion with an environmentally friendly, if possible, chemical designed to 
kill stumps and roots to prevent regrowth.  

3. From marked image provided; Are we Removing the damaged fence located in the middle 
of the Caution taped area? 

a. Include as optional cost, not be included in final sum; the cost for removal and 
reinstallation of fence, since several trees are near fence lines. 

4. From marked image provided; If the Damaged fence is being removed there will be a gape 
remaining by the gate facing the track. How would you like to proceed regarding the gape? 

a. Include as optional cost, not be included in final sum; the cost for removal and 
reinstallation of fence, since several trees are near fence lines. 
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5. From marked image provided; 1 Tree Stump has overcame a fence post facing the Track 
area? excavation will be needed to remove the stump. Are we okay with replacing the 
original fence post? 

a. Include as optional cost, not be included in final sum; the cost for removal and 
reinstallation of fence, since several trees are near fence lines. 

 
 


